Meyers Manx Australia Verification Form

Meyers Manx Australia
“more smiles per mile”
Australian Meyers Manx Verification Process
Thanks for showing an interested in the Australian Meyers Manx Verification Process. Over the years there has
been a break down in the issuing of Meyers Manx Build plates and many have simply been lost or misplaced.
By going through the verification process you will ensure that the heritage and pedigree of your Meyers Manx
Buggy is retained and recorded for future generations.
Verification also adds to the value of your Buggy and allows you to join a select group of Genuine Meyers
Manx Buggy owners the world over. As a verified Buggy owner you will be able to purchase Authentic Meyers
Manx Badge sets and receive the following if you verification is successful.
Verification includes:
 Meyers Manx Australia Verification Plate and Serial Number
 A certificate indicating verification
 Inclusion on the Meyers Manx Registry
Cost for verification is $99 (inc GST)
If you have any questions in relation to the Verification Process then please contact us.
Cheers,
Meyers Manx Australia

www.meyersmanx.com.au

Meyers Manx Australia Verification Form

Please fill in the below information and email to sales@meyersmanx.com.au
Payment only accepted by Cash or EFT. Please include your name for tracking purposes. Cheques are not
accepted.
BANK – ADCU, BSB – 642170, ACC - 729578

This application must be accompanied by 10 photos showing the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Front picture of the buggy, taken so that both front guards can be seen
Front Badge area, close up of the bump on the front bonnet
Side picture of the buggy, taken so that the entire side profile can be seen.
Rear Picture of the buggy, taken so that the full back of the buggy can be seen
Under guard picture , taken so that the wire carrying tubes can be seen
Front fire wall area on passengers side showing fire wall hump
Rear Cargo area showing spare wheel and battery box areas. Needs to show the lumps in the spare wheel well.
Dash area , taken so the complete dash can be seen
General Photo , taken from the front side of the buggy showing the entire buggy
General Photo, taken from the rear side of the buggy showing the entire buggy

Buggy Information
Current Owners Name:
Current Owners Address:
Current Owners Ph:
Current Owners Email:
Manx Buggy VIN:
Manx Details (Engine, Suspension, Modifications, history if known, this is for club records, so the more the
better):

I hereby certify that the information and pictures I have provided are true and correct to the best of
my knowledge and I am the current legal owner of this Meyers Manx Buggy.
Signature:____________________________________________

Meyers Manx Australia Use Only
Verified By:
Verified Manx Number:
Date Plate and Letter Sent:

www.meyersmanx.com.au

